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Source: Singstat.gov, Statistics on Marriages and Divorces, 2013

Average Number of Weddings 
per year from Year 2011 to 2013

http://www.singstat.gov.sg/publications/publications-and-papers/marriages-and-divorces/marriages-and-divorces


Over the 3 year period





Last year also saw a 10 percent rise in the
number of marriages involving at least one
Singapore citizen, the highest number since
1997.

National Population and Talent Division (NPTD) ” 

“ 



Survey done in July 2014
With our friends and relatives 

Objectives:
To find out the ways in which couples planned/plan out their weddings



12 25

Demographics

4
18 to 24 
year olds

7
25 to 30
year olds

1
31 to 40 
year olds

4
25 to 30
year olds

11
31 to 40
year olds

10
41 and 
above



Survey Result

Wedding Planner?

12
participants

25
participants

66%33%

92%8%

83%

36%

One of their 
information sources 

is the InternetY N



Survey done in 5 October 2014 
Fall In Love Wedding Fair at VivoCity

Objectives:
To find out from couples what are some key things they 

require or look for when planning for a wedding



Survey Result

3
participants

4
participants

Question:
What features would you like to 

see in a wedding planning 
application?

(eg. scheduling, budget planning, 
looking for shops)

3 Timeline

4 Possible Vendors to choose from

1 Price Calculator (Budget)



Guides Tools

*

*

* Standalone tool such as Excel templates 



Things 
to Do

Notebook
Wedding 
Discover

Guest 
Manager

Wedding 
Day 

Itinerary

Wedding
Website 

with 
RSVP 

feature

Offered by 
Marry.SG

Competing
Applications

Wedding Tools





Not linked to the other tools 
offered?



Real-time collaboration with your 
soulmate?



Majulah Singapura
Multi-Racial?



FROM TODAY TO YOUR BIG DAY

A web-based wedding planning application powered 

by Graph Paper. Equipped with simple tools, guides 

and an array of multi-racial Singapore-based vendors, 

start planning your Big Day with Marry.SG today!





runs on

platform





Cell

Sheet

Tile

Canvas

Formula/
Data

Widget



http://graphpaper.co/ 

























.html.css .js

Widget





Specific Use Case for Graph Paper

As a starting point for other future life 
management uses with Graph Paper

Widget 1

Widget 2

Widget 3

Widget 4

Widget 5





♥ ♥



♥ ♥

It was just another day in SMU. Desmond 
and Janice were busy finding for a spot in 

the library to study for the last paper 
when…







♥ ♥

Desmond and Janice are walking out from 
the Wedding Fair.

They are discussing about the 

problems with 

wedding planning



♥ ♥

flyer handed 

to Desmond and 
Janice



♥ ♥

At Home…

Janice decided to visit website at  

http://marry.sg





Janice then creates a new account and 

logs in to .

♥ ♥





How to use Marry.SG



Details about the lovely couple 
and their wedding



Set a number to your excitement for your 
Big Day!



Upload your favourite picture here!



What you need to do from 

today to your Big Day



Jot down your thoughts as notes

Read through Wedding Tips



Surprise your loved one with an embedded 
link and image of your choice!



Kick-start wedding shopping by browsing 
through SG-based vendors







Upload more of your favourite 

pictures here!



Add in the location of your wedding and 

let it show up on the map!



Manage guests’ information, table 
allocation and send out e-Invites



A printable view of the line up of events 
on your Big Day



A printable view of the line up of events 
on your Big Day



♥ ♥

With the help of Marry.SG, 
Desmond and Jasmine got married.

And lived happily ever after.
♥





Frameworks / Libraries



Frameworks / Libraries



LanguagesDatabase

Versioning

GitHub



Mongo DB

Meteor
(San Francisco)

(Html, 
JavaScript, CSS)

Subscribe

(data)

Meteor

Database

Mini Mongo

Templating
blaze

View

Database Server Client

Publish

(data)



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

HTML, JS, CSS

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

HTML, JS, CSS

Marry.SG

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

HTML, JS, CSS

Marry.SG

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

HTML, JS, CSS

Graphpaper Canvas

Marry.SG

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

HTML, JS, CSS

Graphpaper Square

Marry.SG

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

HTML, JS, CSS

Materialise()

Marry.SG

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo

HTML, JS, CSS

+

Materialise()

Marry.SG

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo
Marry.SG

HTML, JS, CSS <template name=“guestManager”>
..

</template>

+

Materialise()

HTML

Client



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo
Marry.SG

HTML, JS, CSS <template name=“guestManager”>
..

</template>

+

Materialise()

HTML

Javascript

Client

Template. guestManager.created = function() {};
Template. guestManager.rendered = function() {};
Template. guestManager.helpers({});
Template. guestManager.events({});



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo
Marry.SG

HTML, JS, CSS <template name=“guestManager”>
..

</template>

+

Materialise() . guestManager-container {
width: 100px;
height: 100px;

}

HTML

Javascript

CSS

Client

Template. guestManager.created = function() {};
Template. guestManager.rendered = function() {};
Template. guestManager.helpers({});
Template. guestManager.events({});



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo
Marry.SG

HTML, JS, CSS <template name=“guestManager”>
..

</template>

+

Materialise() . guestManager-container {
width: 100px;
height: 100px;

}

HTML

Javascript

CSS

Client

Template. guestManager.created = function() {};
Template. guestManager.rendered = function() {};
Template. guestManager.helpers({});
Template. guestManager.events({});



HTML

Template.guestManager.created = function() {
if (guestList is empty) {

initialise;
}

if (inbox is not empty) {
each data in inbox {

search for data’s index in guestList;
update guest’s data based on 

index;
}
clear inbox;

}

initialise all reactive variables;
};

Javascript



Template.guestManager.created = function() {
if (guestList is empty) {

initialise;
}

if (inbox is not empty) {
each data in inbox {

search for data’s index in guestList;
update guest’s data based on 

index;
}
clear inbox;

}

initialise all reactive variables;
};

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.created = function() {
if (guestList is empty) {

initialise;
}

if (inbox is not empty) {
each data in inbox {

search for data’s index in guestList;
update guest’s data based on 

index;
}
clear inbox;

}

initialise all reactive variables;
};

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.created = function() {
if (guestList is empty) {

initialise;
}

if (inbox is not empty) {
each data in inbox {

search for data’s index in guestList;
update guest’s data based on 
index;

}
clear inbox;

}

initialise all reactive variables;
};

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.created = function() {
if (guestList is empty) {

initialise;
}

if (inbox is not empty) {
each data in inbox {

search for data’s index in guestList;
update guest’s data based on 
index;

}
clear inbox;

}

initialise all reactive variables;
};

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.created = function() {
if (guestList is empty) {

initialise;
}

if (inbox is not empty) {
each data in inbox {

search for data’s index in guestList;
update guest’s data based on 
index;

}
clear inbox;

}

initialise all reactive variables;
};

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.rendered = function() {
$(‘.secondCard’).velocity(translateX: right, 

200);

initialise Bootstrap’s dropdown;
};

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.rendered = function() {
$(‘.secondCard’).velocity(translateX: right, 

200);

initialise Bootstrap’s dropdown;
};

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.rendered = function() {
$(‘.secondCard’).velocity(translateX: right, 

200);

initialise Bootstrap’s dropdown;
};

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.rendered = function() {
$(‘.secondCard’).velocity(translateX: right, 

200);

initialise Bootstrap’s dropdown;
};

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.helpers({
guestList: function() {

if (guestList is not empty) {
get sortType;
get searchInput;
sort guestList based on sortType

and searchInput;
return guestList;

}
}

guestListCount: function() {
if (guestList is not empty) {

initialise countObj;

each (brideSet & groomSet) {
count # of guests invited;
count # of guests attending;
store numbers in countObj;

} 

return countObj;
}

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.helpers({
guestList: function() {

if (guestList is not empty) {
get sortType;
get searchInput;
sort guestList based on sortType

and searchInput;
return guestList;

}
}

guestListCount: function() {
if (guestList is not empty) {

initialise countObj;

each (brideSet & groomSet) {
count # of guests invited;
count # of guests attending;
store numbers in countObj;

} 

return countObj;
}

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.events({
'click . addGuestBtn': function() {

$(‘.secondCard’).velocity(TranslateX: left, 
200);

},

‘click . submitAdd': function() {
if (form is validated) {

create guestObj;
update guestList;

} else {
return error;

}
},

‘click . sendEmail': function() {
get RSVP Id from project;
get user’s email;
each (guest selected) {

craft email;
send email;
update guest’s attribute to invited;

}

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.events({
'click . addGuestBtn': function() {

$(‘.secondCard’).velocity(TranslateX: left, 
200);

},

‘click . submitAdd': function() {
if (form is validated) {

create guestObj;
update guestList;

} else {
return error;

}
},

‘click . sendEmail': function() {
get RSVP Id from project;
get user’s email;
each (guest selected) {

craft email;
send email;
update guest’s attribute to invited;

}

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Template.guestManager.events({
'click . addGuestBtn': function() {

$(‘.secondCard’).velocity(TranslateX: left, 
200);

},

‘click . submitAdd': function() {
if (form is validated) {

create guestObj;
update guestList;

} else {
return error;

}
},

‘click . sendEmail': function() {
get RSVP Id from project;
get user’s email;
each (guest selected) {

craft email;
send email;
update guest’s attribute to invited;

}

<template name=“guestManager”>
<div class=“main-container”>

<div class=“navbar”></div>
<div class=“content”>

<div>{{guestCount}}</div>
{{#each guestList}}

<div>{{name}}</div>
<div>{{status}}</div>

{{/each}} 
</div>

</div>

<div class=“secondCard”>
..
..

</div>
<button 

name=“addGuestBtn”></button>
</template>

HTML Javascript



Templating
blaze

View

Database

Mini Mongo
Marry.SG

HTML, JS, CSS <template name=“guestManager”>
..

</template>

+

Materialise() . guestManager-container {
width: 100px;
height: 100px;

}

HTML

Javascript

CSS

Client

Template. guestManager.created = function() {};
Template. guestManager.rendered = function() {};
Template. guestManager.helpers({});
Template. guestManager.events({});



HTML: 1992
JavaScript: 6519
CSS: 2762

Lines of Code





BEFORE Midterms
Web Hook

CSV Upload
PDF Export

AFTER Midterms
Server Migration

PDF Template
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B2B1 B3



New Server: 
Saw this as an 
opportunity to 
break away 
from GP's 
layout

A2 A3

O
B2B1 B3



New Server: 
Saw this as an 
opportunity to 
break away 
from GP's 
layout

Figuring out 
how to change 
the layout to 
make the 
Marry.SG site 
to look better

A3

O
B2B1 B3



New Server: 
Saw this as an 
opportunity to 
break away 
from GP's 
layout

Figuring out 
how to change 
the layout to 
make the 
Marry.SG site 
to look better

Now possible 
to merge the 
profile card to 
the layout

O
B2B1 B3



New Object 
(Project): 
We wanted to 
leverage on the 
new object that 
is introduced in 
GP

New Server: 
Saw this as an 
opportunity to 
break away 
from GP's 
layout

Figuring out 
how to change 
the layout to 
make the 
Marry.SG site 
to look better

Now possible 
to merge the 
profile card to 
the layout

O
B2 B3



The structure 
of the project 
model gives us 
a central 
storage for 
common data

New Object 
(Project): 
We wanted to 
leverage on the 
new object that 
is introduced in 
GP

New Server: 
Saw this as an 
opportunity to 
break away 
from GP's 
layout

Figuring out 
how to change 
the layout to 
make the 
Marry.SG site 
to look better

Now possible 
to merge the 
profile card to 
the layout

O
B3



The structure 
of the project 
model gives us 
a central 
storage for 
common data

New Object 
(Project): 
We wanted to 
leverage on the 
new object that 
is introduced in 
GP

New Server: 
Saw this as an 
opportunity to 
break away 
from GP's 
layout

Deciding on 
which data 
can be 
moved to the 
project 
model 
(preventing 
duplication)

Figuring out 
how to change 
the layout to 
make the 
Marry.SG site 
to look better

Now possible 
to merge the 
profile card to 
the layout

O



The structure 
of the project 
model gives us 
a central 
storage for 
common data

New Object 
(Project): 
We wanted to 
leverage on the 
new object that 
is introduced in 
GP

New Server: 
Saw this as an 
opportunity to 
break away 
from GP's 
layout

Deciding on 
which data 
can be 
moved to the 
project 
model 
(preventing 
duplication)

Integrating 
both the 
new layout 
together 
with the 
new project 
model to 
make 
Marry.SG 
more user 
friendly

Figuring out 
how to change 
the layout to 
make the 
Marry.SG site 
to look better

Now possible 
to merge the 
profile card to 
the layout





layout.js

var primaryName = template.$('[name=primaryName]').val();
var secondaryName = 

template.$('[name=secondaryName]').val();
var eventDate = template.$('[name=eventDate]').val();
var eventTheme = template.currentTheme.get();
var eventHashtag = 

template.$('[name=eventHashtag]').val().replace('#','');

var newData = {
primaryName: primaryName,
secondaryName: secondaryName,
eventDate: eventDate,
eventTheme: eventTheme,
eventHashtag: eventHashtag

};



layout.js

// prepare the modifier
var modifier = {

$set: {'data.profileData':newData}
}

// update the project data
var canvas = currentCanvas.get();
var project = canvas.getProject();
if (canvas && project) {

project.update(modifier);
}

// closes the profile modal
Modal.toggleModal(template.$("#wp-modal"));



weddingText.js



weddingText.js

if (has(project, 'data.profileData')) {
var husband = project.data.profileData.primaryName;
var wife = project.data.profileData.secondaryName;
setHTML(husband, wife);

}

square.getProject().observe(function(id, fields) {
var template = Template.instance();
project = currentCanvas.get().getProject();
if (has(project, 'data.profileData')) {

var husband = project.data.profileData.primaryName;
var wife = project.data.profileData.secondaryName;
setHTML(husband, wife);

}
});



Wedding Itinerary

Multiple Templates



Wedding Itinerary



• Importing of custom font

• Aligning text right

• Horizontal overflowing of text

• Vertical overflowing of text

Wedding Itinerary



Importing Custom Font

API.addFont = function(postScriptName, fontName, fontStyle) {
addFont(postScriptName, fontName, fontStyle, 'StandardEncoding');

};

doc.addFont('Lobster', 'Lobster', 'normal');
doc.setFont('Lobster');



Importing Custom Font

var detective = new Detector();

if(!detective.detect('Helvetica')){
//pop up warning modal
Modal.toggleModal(template.$(".wi-exportModalTemplate1"));

}else{
//Font is found: print directly
exportToPDFTemplate1(e,template);      

}



Aligning text right

x-position

y-position



Aligning text right

doc.text(x-position, y-position, text);

x-position = pageWidth - textWidth

textWidth = doc.getTextDimensions(Text).w

pageWidth = doc.internal.pageSize.width





Planned (from Midterms)



Actual



Enhancement of Print to PDF with 
JS.PDF

Xx

Xx

xx

Surprise Box

Xx

Xx

xx



Planned (from Acceptance)



Actual



Actual number of days

Planned number of days

Calculation of Severity Value =

Schedule Points



Severity Value Description Action Plan

< 0.8
Ahead of planned 

schedule

PM to understand why the tasks 
were completed ahead of time and 

is to reschedule future iterations 
accordingly (less time for similar 

tasks in the future)

0.8 – 1.2
Everything is 

proceeding as 
planned

Proceed as per schedule. For scores 
from 1.0 to 1.2, PM to understand 

reasons for delay and is to 
reschedule future iterations 

accordingly (less time for similar 
tasks in the future)

> 1.2
Team is way behind 

schedule

PM to understand reasons for delay 
and reschedule future iterations 
accordingly to handle the delays. 

Check for root causes of delays and 
allocate resources to mitigate the 

impact of the delays.
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10 days / 7 days

Iteration 6
Admin:
Admin Card

CSV capabilities
• Things to Do
• Notebook
• Wedding 

Discover

Schedule Metrics Chart 
MidtermsAcceptance
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Iteration 7
Guest Manager:
Guest Manager 
Card with Guests' 
Information feature

Schedule Metrics Chart 
MidtermsAcceptance



9 days / 7 days

Iteration 9
Revamp:
• External landing site 

(Marry.SG)
• Overall Canvas Look
• Consistency of the 

Look and Feel for 
the cards

• Flow of the wedding 
planning process on 
the canvas

Schedule Metrics Chart 
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Bug Metrics

Severity Value Bug Description

Low Impact
(1 point)

Unimportant. Typo error or smaller user 
interface alignment issues.

High Impact
(5 points)

The application still runs. However, some non-
critical functionalities are not working.

Critical Impact
(10 points)

The application/system is down or is un-usable 
after a short period of time. The PM has to be 

notified and the bugs has to be fixed to continue 
on with assigned coding tasks.



Bug Points

Calculation of Total Bug Points 
=

1 x (Num of Low Impact) + 
5 x (Num of High Impact) + 

10 x (Num of Critical Impact)



Bug Points Calculation at the end of the iteration

Total Bug 
Points

Action to be taken

Points <= 20
Proceed with planned schedule. Acceptable 

progress.

20 < Points
<= 50

Slight delay in project progress. PM to review 
schedule and reallocate task if needed.

Points > 50

Critical delay in progress. Team meet up for 
discussion and review of project scope. 

Functionalities to be completed accordingly to 
the amount of time left.
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Validation

Married Couples



1. To find pain points identified by the testers while

using the application

2. To gather suggestions / feedback after using the

application (unguided navigation)

3. To verify content of prepopulated information (eg. In

Things to Do) and validate functions in Marry.SG



5

4

Females Males

20s 30s

Early 2 2

Mid 0 3

Late 1 1

Category
Age Range



2

6

1

Chinese Indian Malay

2

2

5

Going to Plan

In the midst of planning

Already married





About the Content

Mentioned multiple times

• Could include online shops 
that may not be based In 
Singapore but cater for DIY 
wedding. 

• Review on the how to go 
about with registration of 
marriage 

Other comments

• Market for Indian and Malay 
weddings is not so active, 
should introduce more 
regarding this market.

• Good to see most of the 
information covered (Things 
to do and Tips)



About the Functions

Mentioned multiple times

• Inconvenient scroll 

• Budget should be included 

• Should be able save 
everything at one time 

• Print table allocation of 
guests 

• Need instruction/tutorial to 
start 

Other comments

• Checklist of Things to do is 
useful

• Undo function would be 
necessary

• Things to do Search
• Profile information should 

linked
• Validate special characters for 

login information and date 
(e.g. wedding date cannot be 
earlier than current date)
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Iteration 12

Official launch on 17 March 2015

Announced on Facebook Page

Post outreach: 1666 people

(up to date: 18 April 2015)







 Server Migration

 Tutorial Demo

 Browser 
Compatibility

 Feedback from Users 
during Testing

 Further 
improvements



Hitting our X Factor

Number of Sign Ups 
on Marry.SG (xx / 50)



Marketing Objectives

- Promote 

- Build our reputation 

- Gain user traction



Marketing Media 
 Official Website

 Flyers, Promotion Files and 
Multi Racial Stickers

 YouTube Channel

 Facebook

 Sponsors for Freebies and 
Giveaways



Marry.SG Official Website

http:marry.sg



Marry.SG flyer



Marry.SG Promotion File



Marry.SG logo & multi racial stickers



Marry.SG YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6N6AZgGWEy1SqB5NE_yAHg

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6N6AZgGWEy1SqB5NE_yAHg


Marry.SG Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/MarrySGOfficial

https://www.facebook.com/MarrySGOfficial


171 Facebook Likes
In less than a month 

Facebook Posts
• Latest news on Marry.SG Application
• Marry.SG Freebies & Giveaways
• Upcoming Wedding Fairs in Singapore
• Sharing of wedding tips and information from 

external sites



Marry.SG news 
and updates

This was posted during 
our first beta launch to 
get users to sign up



Inform wedding 
couples on 
upcoming wedding 
fairs in Singapore







BEFORE AFTER







Meteor, MongoDB, Google Polymer



Meteor and Google Polymer



How do we build a Wedding Planning 
application without being experts at it?

Visiting Wedding Fairs

Consulted Friends & Relatives

Research



Ultimate Wedding Bootcamp

No tie up with the 
ultimate wedding bootcamp

Decided to email other wedding fairs instead



Contacted other wedding fairs 

and workshops

30 contacted
Rejection from ALL the contacted Wedding 

Fairs & Workshops

Payment required for booth
Conflict of interest



Promote using Wedding Forum
http://www.weddingforum.sg/wedding-services-12/free-wedding-application-marry-sg-14771/

Received 93 views 
(as of 18 April 2015)

http://www.weddingforum.sg/wedding-services-12/free-wedding-application-marry-sg-14771/


Marina Square 
27th March 2015

Marina Square 
9th April 2015

Attempting to give out flyers 
during Wedding Fairs

Unforeseen event 

Small scale of wedding fairs



Singapore Expo 
4th April 2015

Attempting to give out flyers 
during Wedding Fairs

Target audience was not plentiful

More families there

Only managed to give out 4 flyers



VivoCity – Love affairs Wedding fairs by style weddings 
9th April 2015

Attempting to give out flyers 
during Wedding Fairs

Not many couples

Only managed to give out 5 flyers



Raffles Place - 10th April 2015

Giving out flyers in Raffles Place

Managed to give out 46 flyers 



Vendors Contacted

63
Favourable Replies

25

For wedding discover 



For wedding discover 



For wedding discover 



Sponsors Contacted

52
Favourable Replies

6

For marketing purpose



For marketing purpose



For marketing purpose



Feedback / Suggestions



Feedback / Suggestions





5,000,000
Users

Acceptance

SIGN-UPS



5000
Couples

After Acceptance

SIGN-UPS



50
Couples

Midterm

SIGN-UPS



106
Users

Finals

SIGN-UPS

Up to date: 17 April 2015



Finals

Some of the Marry.SG Users upload



Finals

Some of the Marry.SG Users upload



First wedding planning application 
that considers the 

different races in Singapore!



Featured in a digital tech blog 
about startups

https://vulcanpost.com/214721/marry-sg-singapore-online-wedding-planner/

https://vulcanpost.com/214721/marry-sg-singapore-online-wedding-planner/


Received 38 likes



It’s a beautiful sem,
We’re looking for something cool to do…

I think we’re gonna continue…

Oh baby!



Business Model

Users Vendors



Business Model

Users

Beta 1.0 Beta 2.0

17th March 1st May

First Wave of 
Giveaways 
given out

Beta 2.0

June

Second Wave 
of Giveaways 

given out

The Real Deal

August 9

In collaboration 
with  SG50



Business Model

Beta 2.0

1. Calendar layout for Things to Do
2. Updating Prepopulated Items for Things to Do 
3. Updating Tips for Notebook
4. Talking to Experts on Wedding Planning asking 

for advice 



Business Model

Users

Premium Users
Premium Widgets Décor

Premium RSVP Templates



Business Model

Vendors

Need to prove for active number of 
people using the application

Market Research of how much to charge 
and how to go about charging vendors





It has been close to 10 months that I have
been together with these pals of mine.
Spending many weekdays, weekends, and
nights together, we have forged many
unforgettable memories together that
could make them my second family so to
speak.

In my opinion, it does not take a team of
scholars or dean listers to achieve
something. From our experience together,
now I know what they mean when they say
all you really need are people who have
different strengths and the ability to come
together, discuss, critique and come to a
consensus about something and that is
what really what forms a great team,
something that I believe we are, together.



In this wedding journey, I have learnt things
beyond the what school has taught me. Being
the designer in the team, I learnt that visual
design is one of the crucial points in an
application. From designing the UI for
application to marketing media, every single
design impact on the overall perspective of
Marry.SG. At the same time, every single design
has to be packaged nicely and done in a
professional way.

Throughout this journey, the team went through
many ups and downs. I am glad that we
managed to pull though and created the
Marry.SG to help wedding couples to plan their
wedding. I’m pleased that is a successful
application and is receiving favourable feedback
and reviews on Marry.SG



It was a long yet happening journey. Working
on something that we are not used to seemed
definitely challenging, but i guess each other's
support brought us through the hard times.
Even though I was PR director of SISS, getting
sponsors and talking to external parties on
behalf of team Marreo was still a challenge as
the market seemed to be defensive against us
at first.

However, as time passed by, I managed to
catch the skills to get it done more successfully
than expected. Testing was a tedious task to
do as well, but it was a perfect time for me to
analyse our application better. Going through
user testing was exciting too, while receiving
positive feedbacks regarding our application.
Last but not the least, it was grateful to be in
this team, team Marreo is definitely the best
gain I could have in SMU.



It has been an incredible journey and in
it, I have learnt so much while also
having fun. From the initial market
research, coming out with the concept
and to rolling out the live beta, we have
made tremendous progress and that
really gave me a lot of sense of
accomplishment. The idea of this team
trying to package the entire project into
a real business rather than just another
IT project is nothing short of amazing.

Apart from improving my technical skills,
I am glad to have learnt and be involved
in the marketing process and business
model. Thank you everyone for making
this possible.



Amazing adventure with these bunch of committed
and crazy fellows. Seeing how committed each and
everyone is really drives me to push myself beyond
my best. Missing sleep and skipping meals to
complete the tasks is a norm to everyone in the team
by now. Through this journey, I have picked up a
number of skills from various areas but the FYP had
been the most impactful in terms of transforming me
into a better team player. Learning how to adopt to
different people, their working styles and
temperament really helped me to better work with
them as a teammate.

From the technical perspective, this project had
challenge me in terms of front-end coding but with
the help from the team, I have gotten a hang of it.
Learning new technologies was also no easy task.
There was little documentation and expertise that we
can leverage on for help, hence a lot of trials were
conducted to understand the technology. To sum it all
up, it was a challenging but yet enjoyable journey.
The team had work well together and great
friendships were fostered. I could not have asked for
a better team and is fortunate to be part of it. Thanks
everyone!



We were newbies at the start of the journey,
never knowing of what we could do. But here
we are, unafraid of the future, continuing
Marry.SG together.

People told us, it was hard to continue.
Unexpected, the challenges we had. When I had
lost hope, my group was there to remind me,
nothing’s gonna tear us apart.

It was truly an amazing journey. While there
were many times where we disagreed and
became unmotivated, we continued to press on
to what we have right now, while it may not
seem like much, all of us really put in our effort
to make this FYP a memorable one.

Fortunately, we had a supportive client and
sponsor that advises us whenever we had
questions. So, I don't think our FYP will be what
it is now without each other. Very grateful to
have such a wonderful team.



“The wedding team to rescue wedding couples…”


